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The United States, Normandy and the World
									By Marie-France Montel
When the U.S. Army lands on the beaches of Normandy on June 6, 1944, the military, tactical and strategic stakes are enormous. Recent historiography enables to analyze the ramifications of this event on a broader scale.
First, the various landings that took place during World War 2 give an opportunity for military experts to increase their influence in the formulation of the American foreign policy. Because of its decisive role in the war, D-Day amplifies this trend.  Altogether logical in wartime, this observation continues thereafter. It is a key factor to understand an ever hardening and more militarized position of the USA to the world even before the Cold War period. President Truman cannot actually apply the ideas of his predecessor Roosevelt to build the new world. In the same way, military structures born during the war remain active afterwards. It is the case for the SHAEF (Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force), the supreme command of Operation Overlord directed by Eisenhower and the initial nucleus of what would become NATO.
D-Day has become the most powerful symbol of the Allied victory and the American commitment to freedom even though it was not the deadliest battle Americans have had to fight. Other issues explain the transformation of the landing into an icon of liberation and the gradual Americanization of its story:
	 the desire to exemplify the role of the United States in the struggle for freedom and thereby counterbalance the USSR in the context of the Cold War. As soon as during the 1950s, the spreading of images that celebrate D-Day amplify the U.S. contribution among the Allies; 
	 the study of the ceremonies commemorating D-Day (at the turn of 1984, when the organization "D-Day Tours" was created for veterans) and the emotional shock produced by the visit of the Colleville cemetery, allow Americans to project in the present and in the future the idealized image of a country in the service of freedom. In this way, the commemorations on June 6 reveal much of the current state of international relations.

A new relationship of the United States to the world – both long and short term – stands out of the beaches of Normandy. This crystallization helps understand why historians have been slow in questioning the myth of the landing. As such, the work of Olivier Wieviorka has become unavoidable.

